Abstract. A novel reliability analysis technique based on Bayesian network and T-S FTA is proposed in this paper. In the proposed technique, the nodes in Bayesian network can be expressed in terms of fuzzy possibilities and the magnitudes of the failure in the system are expressed in term of fuzzy variables. The paper shows that any T-S fault tree can be directly mapped into a BN and that forward inference techniques on the latter may be used to obtain classic parameters computed from the former (i.e. reliability of Top Event or any sub-system, the importance of Basic Events, etc). Furthermore, by using BN, a general diagnostic analysis (backward inference) can be performed, in which posterior probability is computed. The proposed technique is applied to analyze the reliability of the injection system of chemotherapy pharmacy robot.
Introduction
Chemotherapy pharmacy robot is a complex electromechanical system to achieve preparation of chemotherapy drugs automatically and injection system is one of key sub-systems inside, which is applied to inject solvent from syringe to drug vials. Considering the requirement of seasonable treatment for patients, and the possibility of losing effectiveness for chemotherapy drugs after being dissolved for a long time, the injection should be completed in time. Furthermore, any error in the type or dosage of drugs prepared cannot be allowed. To this end, it is necessary to carry on reliability analysis for the injection system. Fault tree analysis (FTA) is a visual and effective method to analyze dependable systems [1, 2] , yet it is difficult for complex system to build and analyze fault tree model, due to the uncertainty of failure probability of components and the uncertainty of principle of failure. T-S fuzzy FTA based on T-S model and fuzzy theory is more robust than conventional fault tree [3] . In this technique, fuzzy variables were used to describe both fuzzy probability and magnitude of the failure, and the traditional logic gate was replaced by T-S gate to describe the association of components. In order to measure the impact of each basic event on the top event, T-S fuzzy importance of multistate system [4] had been defined. However, this technique has two disadvantages: large amount of calculation in forward inference based on the basic event information and lack of capacity for backward inference, which limit its application in practical engineering.
On the other hand, Bayesian network (BN) based on graph and probability theory is a kind of directed graph description for dependable systems [5] . With a bidirectional inference mechanism, it was used as a robust and efficient framework for reasoning with uncertain knowledge [6] . Fault tree can be directly mapped into a BN and that basic inference technique on the latter can be used to obtain classical parameters computed from the former [7] . However, the limitations of conventional fault tree restrict the application of BN.
In this paper, an improving analysis technique for dependable systems based on T-S FTA and BN is proposed, in which T-S fault tree can be mapped into a BN directly to overcome the limitations of conventional fault tree, and bidirectional inference can be used to analyze T-S fault tree quantitatively to overcome the two disadvantages of T-S FTA. The method of modelling Bayesian network based on T-S FTA is derived, and reliability parameters are obtained such as reliability of leaf node or any sub-node, importance of root nodes and posterior probability of root nodes. Furthermore, the application of the proposed TS-FTA to the injection system of chemotherapy pharmacy robot is presented as well as the conclusions.
Reliability Analysis Methodology
Bayesian Network. Bayesian Network contains a directed acyclic graph (DAG) in which discrete variables are assigned to each node and edges represent the causal probabilistic relationship among the nodes. BN also contains several conditional probability tables (CPT) defining probability distribution over the nodes [8] .
The topology of the network, a qualitative part, is represented by DAG in which edges connects the nodes from a parent node to a child node. Root nodes are nodes with no parents, while leaf nodes are nodes with no children, and other nodes are sub-nodes. On the other hand, CPT, a quantitative part, contains, for each possible value of the variables associated to a node, all the conditional probabilities with respect to all the combination of values of the variables associated to the parent nodes and prior probabilities are associated with root nodes.
T-S fault tree is defined by a series of T-S gates following IF-THEN rules, taken from the literature [3] . When mapping T-S fault tree into Bayesian network, basic events, sub-events and top events in former can be transformed into root nodes, sub-nodes and leaf nodes, respectively. Based on the logic relationship defined by T-S gates, edges are used to connect each node. Further, CPT is assigned by T-S gate rules. The modelling process is as shown in Fig 
Fuzzy variable F with a trapezoidal membership function defined on closed interval [0,1] is used to describe the magnitude of failure of nodes and suppose the magnitude of failures of nodes is either 0, 0.5, 1, representing normal, minor failure and complete failure.
Root nodes, sub-nodes and leaf nodes are respectively defined as j
and T , while magnitude of failure of them is defined as 
The effect of each failure magnitude of j x on = q TT was synthesized by applying arithmetic mean to obtain the comprehensive importance of j x on = q TT [4] , in which the difference between each failure magnitude was not considered. In this paper, weighted mean is used to obtain the comprehensive importance () PxxTT == % is joint probability.
Pharmacy Robot and Injection System
As shown in Fig.2 , the pharmacy robot is an extremely complex system which consists of seven independent function modules under cooperation, such as dosage station, manipulator etc. The Drug injection system, a key sub-system of the pharmacy robot, mainly comprises a dosage station employed to distribute medical solution with syringe accurately and a manipulator applied to transfer drug vials, bags and syringes among different modules.
An example in which a drug vial filled with pulverous Oxaliplatin is injected with 5% glucose solution will be discussed here to expound working principle of the injection system. As shown in Fig.3 , suppose that a syringe filled with solution has been placed into the dosage station at this time. With the rotation of dosage station, syringe needle is made vertical downward and then the drug vial placed underneath it is raised slowly by the manipulator to make itself pierced through. Finally, syringe piston is pressed to the bottom of the syringe by the core rod actuator with glucose solution injected into the vial. It is vital for drug vial to keep its axis consistent with the needle during rising, and to this end, a camera placed towards the approach vector direction of robotic gripper was mounted on the end of arm to detect needle position. Furthermore, a backlight making the contour of needle more visible was mounted on the rotary table. According to the working principle, the injection system involves multiple components with complex relationships and it is necessary to carry on reliability analysis on the injection system of pharmacy robots.
Reliability Analysis of Injection System
Bayesian Network Modeling. The reliability analysis of the injection system using the T-S fault tree as shown in Fig.4 is presented here and Bayesian network model of injection system as shown in Fig.5 can be obtained based on T-S fault tree according to the method shown in Fig.1 . The leaf node T is the failure of the system and 1 y~5 y are respectively sub-systems as shown in Table 1 . In the Bayesian network, let the magnitude of failures of 4 x , 5 x be either 0, 1, representing normal and failure, while the magnitude of failures of 1 x~3 x , 6 x~7 x , 1 y~5 y , T be either 0, 0.5, 1. Refer to the reliability design handbook and expert experience, the conditional probability table of sub-node 1 y is shown in Table 2 and the fuzzy variables of failure probability of root nodes j x whose failure magnitude is 1 can be obtained as shown in Table 3 . failing with a magnitude of 0.5 are the same as that with a magnitude of 1. According to conditional probabilities distribution as shown in Table 2 , the fuzzy possibilities of leaf node T failing with magnitudes of 0, 0.5 or 1 can be obtained by expression (3) as follows, Estimation of Probability Importance. The probability importance of root nodes j x for leaf node failing with magnitudes of 0.5 or 1 can be calculated according to (4)~(6), as shown in Table  4 .
According to Table 4 , when the fuzzy variables of failure probability of root nodes have already been known, the probability importance of 3 x , 5 x , 7 x , 8 x is larger than others, i.e. 3 x , 5 x , 7 x , 8 x are weak links of the injection system. Therefore, during the period of selecting or processing components, they should be paid more attention to. In addition, adding redundancy design to weak links can also improve the reliability of the system. Estimation of Posterior Possibility. The posterior possibility of root nodes j x failing with different magnitudes given the evidence that leaf node has already been failed can be calculated according to (7) , as shown in Table 5 .
According to Table 5 , when the leaf node has already been failed, the posterior possibilities of 3 x , 4 x , 5 x , 6 x are larger than others, i.e. 3 x , 4 x , 5 x , 6 x are weak links of the system. Therefore, they should be checked if they are failed prior in fault diagnosis. 
Conclusions
A new method for analysis of injection system reliability is developed. The method integrates the T-S FTA and Bayesian network. The main conclusions are as follows: (i) Injection system is a key sub-system, whose reliability is relied on the position precision of needles and drug vials.
(ii) Manipulator is a key component which has the greatest impact on the failure possibility of the system. (iii) Manipulator, image acquisition card should be checked if they are failed prior in fault diagnosis. 
